Full Digital Conference System Delegate Unit With 4.3 Inch
Capacitor Color screen TS-0205A

Features
* Microphone uses 48 KHZ sampling rate, the sound quality is higher than CD, clear and
bright. with DSP audio processing inside, there is no 'poop-poop low-frequency shock.
* Support speech timer and timing speech function.
* Delegate Unit can apply for speech, the chairman can approve the applicant.
* Built in feedback suppressor, can effectively prevent the squeal.
* Chairmen unit has voice control function, open microphone intelligently.
* With 5 segment EQ regulating function, can adjust the sound quality according to the
characteristics of the speaker's voice, until reach the perfect effect.
* Chairman has priority function, can close all is to speak on behalf of the receiver.
* With a 4.3 -inch true color capacitive touch screen interface, simple operation, Human use
of the machine function.
* Adopting 100m network transmission, realizing hand in hand cascade, it won't effect the
sound quality even in long distance transmission.
* Having two sets of 3.5 mm stereo output socket, it can use to record and connect the
headset.
* One 3.5mm input socket, which can be used as headphone input.
* Support a vote, election, rating function, chairman unit can raise a vote, check-in. can
realize data statistics even without computer.
* Language channel is selectable, the factory defaults is 15 + 1, you can set 31 + 1 and 63
+ 1.
* Service application function: Participants can send "tea application", "paper and pen
application" and "manual service application" to the background according to actual needs.

Specifications
Model
Microphone Type
Directivity
Mic Input Impedance
Sensitivity
Max SPL
SNR
Crosstalk
Dynamic Range
THD
Max Power Consumption
Headset Load
Headset Volume
Headset Interface
Standards
Connector
Power Supply Mode
Color
Voting Function
Simultaneous Interpretation
Check-in Function
Display Screen
Weight
Mi Bar Height
Dimension(L×W×H)
Installation Way
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TS-0205A
Heart-shaped directivity electret
80Hz~16KHz
1KΩ
-46 dBV/Pa
125dB (THD>3%)
>80dB
>70dB
>80dB
<0.1%
5W
>16Ω
Max 40mW
3.5mm Mono jack
IEC60914
With 1.8m Aviation 6 core
Host supply power DC36V
Gray
Five key election, three key vote
16,32,64 Channel (default 16)
Touch key check-in
4.3 inch capacitive screen
1kg
460mm
206×174.2×65.5mm
Desktop Type
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